Minutes

The meeting began at 1:00PM via Microsoft Teams.

The following were present: Victor Garcia, Shelby Smith, Victor Becerra, Jory Mixay, Sandra Espinoza, Hortencia Fuentes, Raquel Luna, Maria T. Godoy

Welcome. Everyone was welcomed and thanked by Mr. García. The meeting agenda was shared.

Calendar. The calendars for February, March, April, May, and June were reviewed and several important dates were highlighted.

Health & Safety. Campus deep cleaning, HISD Communicable Disease Plan updates, Safety Protocols, and Campus Rapid Testing were discussed. Rapid testing available for students with parent permission; able to test once a month; receive results within 15 minutes.

Budget. Currently working with approximately 50% less than our normal budget and it is being closely monitored. G/T funds-Mr. Tinoco is looking into purchasing materials for STEM projects. State Compensatory funds-Mr. Figueroa researching with NetSync projector and document camera bundles for all teaching and support staff. Special Education funds will be used towards enhancing the SLC classroom. Title I funds are being used towards tutorials, extra duty pay, etc. Some of the funds from Small Schools Funds will be used towards the PALS classroom. Donation funds—hoping to use towards virtual field lessons.

Academics. Testing. EL instruction. Writing across all contents. Instructional rounds on February 26th will be conducted virtually due to pandemic.

School Events. Currently we have school-wide myON and Imagine Learning contests. Mrs. Brent has proposed to plan activities for Read Across America. Mr. García will be meeting with Mrs. Silva to arrange activities for Día del Niño. Other things for consideration were Teacher Appreciation and Community Appreciation.

Questions. No questions or concerns at the time. However, Mr. García encouraged participants to reach out to him should they think of anything afterwards.

Meeting was adjourned at 1:35PM.